EOS Platform: certified add-on that enhances and simplifies Microsoft Dynamics NAV
EOS Platform enhances the Italian fiscal localization with simplified functionalities that accelerate Microsoft Dynamics NAV implementation and provide an extended functional coverage.

Certified for Microsoft Dynamics NAV

The add-on Eos Platform has accomplished Microsoft Dynamics Certification (CfMD). This outstanding achievement means that this solution has met Microsoft Corporation’s highest standard for partner-developed software solutions. Solutions that are Certified for Microsoft Dynamics have demonstrated development quality and compatibility with Microsoft Dynamics products.

In particular Eos Platform is:

☑ Designed to meet unique business and industry needs.
☑ Tested for integration with Microsoft Dynamics products.
☑ Professionally implemented and systematically supported.
☑ Used and recommended by other companies, at least 10 references.
**MAIN FUNCTIONALITIES**

### Accounting
- Provisional Budget
- Accrual period management
- Accruals and deferrals
- Accounts payable /accounts receivable (backlog)
- Exchange rates automatic feed update
- SEPA payment management
- Home Banking

### Sales and Marketing
- Free samples management
- Combined shipment management
- Pricing models creation

### Purchasing
- PO and approval workflow management
- Combined receipt
- Outstanding orders
- Vendor pricelist management
- Purchased order tolerance

### Warehouse & Costing
- Different costing scenarios according to the period
- Inventory evaluation method
- ABC analysis of the item
- Shipping cost

### Reporting

**Report Engine:** by running a unique report it is possible to print multiple documents, export to PDF and send by email.

**Government e-invoicing:** end-to-end automation of e-invoicing processing that reduce extensive efforts of settling cases for any goods or services purchased by government agencies.
EOS PLATFORM SUB-MODULES

Extended Management Accounting (EMA)
The EMA (Extended Management Accounting) of Eos Platform deepen the standard analytical accounting functionality of Dynamics NAV by allocating direct and indirect costs (cost driver), based on single sales invoice lines, to defined cost center or any other desired entity such as customer, business unit, product line, profit center etc. The goal is to allocate or assign the cost on the root causes of the common cost instead of merely spreading the cost.

Bonus & Commissions
It offers a single model for Bonus & Commission management. Objectives can be fixed by creating a contract linked to customers, agents, vendors. Each line of the contract provides:
- Type value: percentage, fix, amount associated to quantity and weight
- Basis for the calculation: period, difference between period and objectives, margins, difference from the set threshold
- Filter on principal item classification categories
- Validity dates

EOS Data Security
The scope of Eos Data Security is to centrally administer masterdata and documents that seamlessly integrates business rules and company policies. Its application helps to maintain data accurate and consistent across the company. It guarantees data protection and security of data up to single specific Entities (such as masterdata and documents) by applying a set of conditional functions: Mandatory Fields, User Permissions on a single level, enhanced graphic tag, as well as record all status transitions.

EOS Quality
Eos “Quality” is specifically designed for quality manufacturing sector, requiring tracking and control. Most important features:
- Quality test plans (QTP) definition
- QTP integration with production and warehouse entries which triggers automatic Quality Test Order
- Units to be tested are visible in item ledger entry (quality control field)
- Warehouse management of non-compliant units
- Management of non-compliant items.

Distribution
Functionality to support the chain store structure (large scale retail trade) as:
- Customer organization structure management
- Unlimited discounts, promotions/campaigns, gift orders
- Document causal management
- Year-end bonus, with automatic credit note issue

Transport Cost
Calculate transport cost and shipping according to freight forwarder list:
- Cost calculation based on order, invoice and delivery note
- Input: weight and volume of the goods, Km covered, hour journey, geographical area codes
- Shipping areas, with ZIP code association
- Delivery planning